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The duty to exhaust internal remedies before applying to 
the High Court for a review of a SARS decision in terms
of the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act

One of the most significant developments in South
Africa’s fiscal law since its birth, some hundred years
ago, has been the coming into existence of a
constitutional right (as distinct from a very limited
antecedent common law right) to administrative
justice. 

This is one of the rights enshrined

in the Constitutional Bill of Rights. 

It finds detailed expression in the

Promotion of Administrative

Justice Act 3 of 2000 (‘PAJA’).

It is beyond dispute that decisions

of the Commissioner of the South

African Revenue Service and his

officials that impact on a

particular taxpayer’s potential tax

liability constitute administrative

action, as envisaged in PAJA,

where such decisions are made in

terms of powers under charging

legislation or under the Tax

Administration Act 28 of 2011. 

Consequently, administrative

action by the Commissioner and

his officials is no longer

impugnable, as was the case at

common law, only on the narrow

grounds of mala fides, self-interest

or the failure of the officials to

properly apply their minds. It is

now reviewable on the far more

extensive basis provided for in the

Promotion of Administrative

Justice Act.

The respective review
jurisdictions of the Tax
Court and the High Court

It needs to be borne in mind that

only the High Court has

jurisdiction to adjudicate an

application for review in terms of

the Promotion of Administrative

Justice Act. Thus, if taxpayers

elect to bring a review application

in terms of this Act, they have no

choice but to institute the

proceedings in the High Court.

The statutory duty to
exhaust internal
remedies

The particular focus of this note is

section 7(2)(a) of PAJA, which

provides that –

‘. . .  no court or tribunal shall

review an administrative action in 

terms of this Act unless any
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internal remedy provided for in

any other law has first been

exhausted.’ (Emphasis added.)

This provision raises the question

as to what is meant by an internal

review – an expression not defined 

in the Act.  

In this regard, the availability of

internal remedies that can be

invoked in the Tax Court in terms

of the rules of that court looms

large. 

Thus, for example, Rule 51(2)

provides for an ‘interlocutory

application relating to an

objection or appeal’ to be heard in

the Tax Court. It seems, therefore,

that any issue which can be

adjudicated by the Tax Court in

such an interlocutory application

cannot be the subject of an

application to the High Court – at

least not until the Tax Court has

given its decision.

The common law did not
require internal remedies 
to be exhausted before
the High Court is
approached

In Dengetenge Holdings (Pty) Ltd v

Southern Sphere Mining And

Development Company Ltd (2014

(3) BCLR 265 (CC); 2014 (5) SA

138 (CC)) [2013] ZACC 52;

[2013] ZACC 48, the

Constitutional Court elaborated

on the duty in terms of PAJA to

exhaust internal remedies, saying

that –

‘[119] In clear and peremptory

terms, section 7(2) prohibits

courts from reviewing “an

administrative action in terms of

this Act unless any internal

remedy provided for in any other

law has first been exhausted”.

Where, as in this case, there is a

provision for internal remedies,

the section imposes an obligation

on the court to satisfy itself that

such remedies have been

exhausted. If the court is not

satisfied, it must decline to

adjudicate the matter until the

applicant has either

exhausted internal remedies or is

granted an exemption. Since

PAJA applies to every

administrative action, this means

that there can be no review of an

administrative action by any court 

where internal remedies have not

been exhausted, unless an

exemption has been granted in

terms of section 7(2)(c).’

The duty to exhaust internal remedies before applying to the High
Court for a review of a SARS decision 
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The duty to exhaust internal remedies before applying to the High
Court for a review of a SARS decisiont

The statutory duty to exhaust

internal remedies represents a

change in the law, for as the

Constitutional Court had earlier

pointed out in Koyabe v Minister for 

Home Affairs ZACC 23; 2009 (12)

BCLR 1192 (CC); 2010 (4) SA 327

(CC) –

‘Under the common law, the

existence of an internal

remedy was not in itself sufficient

to defer access to judicial review

until it had been exhausted.

However, PAJA significantly

transformed the relationship

between internal administrative

remedies and the judicial review of 

administrative decisions. . . . Thus,

unless exceptional circumstances

are found to exist by a court on

application by the affected person,

PAJA, which has a broad scope and 

applies to a wide range of

administrative actions, requires

that available internal remedies be

exhausted prior to judicial review

of an administrative action.’

(Footnotes omitted.)

What is an internal
remedy?

The decision in Reed v Master of the

High Court [2005] ZAECHC 5;

[2005] 2 All SA 429 (E), in which

judgment was given on 27 January

2005 in the Eastern Cape High

Court, remains the leading

authority on what constitutes an

internal remedy.

In his judgment, Plasket J (with

whom Dambuza AJ concurred)

pointed out that section 7(2)

applies to remedies and not to

other forms of potential

extra-curial redress: –

‘A remedy, in this context, is

defined in the New Shorter Oxford

English Dictionary as a “means of

counteracting or removing

something undesirable, redress,

relief; legal redress”. Inherent in

this concept as it is used in its legal

context is the idea that a remedy,

in order to qualify to be regarded

as such, must be capable, as a

matter of law, of providing what

the Constitution terms appropriate 

relief: it must be an effective

remedy. Section 7(2) does not, in

other words, place an obligation

on a person aggrieved by a

decision to exhaust all possible

avenues of redress provided for in

the political or administrative

system – such as approaching a

parliamentary committee or a

Member of Parliament, or writing

to complain to the superiors of the

decision-maker. Similarly, it is not

required of an aggrieved person

that he or she approach one or

more of the Chapter 9 institutions

– such as the Public Protector or

the Human Rights Commission –

prior to resorting to judicial

review.’

Plasket J went on to say that –

‘The word “internal” qualifies the

word “remedy” in s7(2) of the

PAJA. The New Shorter Oxford

English Dictionary defines internal

(in this context) to mean

“intrinsic”, “of or pertaining to or

interior of something; within the

limits of something” and “used or

applying within an organisation”.’

What then is the meaning of the

composite expression internal

remedy? In this regard, Plasket J

said (at para [25] (footnotes

omitted) that –

‘The dictionary definitions of the

words “internal” and “remedy”

that I have cited are in harmony

with the way the composite term 

“internal remedy” is understood

in the more specialised context

with which this matter is

concerned: when the term is

used in administrative law, it is

used to connote an

administrative appeal – an

appeal, usually on the merits, to

an official or tribunal within the

same administrative hierarchy

as the initial decision-maker –

or, less common, an internal

review. Often the appellate body 

will be more senior than the

initial decision-maker, either

administratively or politically, or 

possess greater

expertise. Inevitably, the

appellate body is given the

power to confirm, substitute or

vary the decision of the initial

decision-maker on the merits. In

South Africa there is no system

of administrative appeals.

Instead internal appeal tribunals 

are created by statute on an ad

hoc basis.’

Plasket J went on to say (at para

[26]; footnotes omitted) that –

‘A distinctive feature of internal

remedies is that they are

extra-curial (or domestic).

In Golube v Oosthuizen 1955 (3)

SA 1 (T) for instance, De Wet J,

in the context of deciding

whether the applicant was under 

a duty to exhaust internal

remedies, observed that the

“mere fact that the Legislature

has provided an extra-judicial

right of review or appeal is not

sufficient to imply an intention

that recourse to a Court of law

should be barred until the

aggrieved person has exhausted

his statutory remedies”.’
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The duty to exhaust internal remedies before applying to the High
Court for a review of a SARS decision

Conclusion

It seems clear from the decision

in Reed v Master of the High

Court that a taxpayer’s duty in

terms of PAJA to exhaust

internal remedies in relation to 

a disputed assessment before

applying to the High Court for

relief does not, for example,

require the taxpayer first to

take the complaint to the Tax

Ombud.

However, there are numerous

unresolved questions regarding

internal remedies available in

terms of the Income Tax Act and

the Value-Added Tax Act read

with the Tax Administration Act

and the Rules of the Tax Court.

If, for example, a taxpayer applies

in terms of section 164(2) of the

Tax Administration Act for

payment of an assessed amount of

tax to be suspended pending an

appeal to the Tax Court, and the

Commissioner refuses the

application, does the Tax

Administration Act provide for an

internal remedy in terms of which

the taxpayer can challenge that

decision in the Tax Court? 

In particular, can such a challenge

be brought, for example, as an

interlocutory application in terms

of Rule 51(2)?

The answer is, probably not, since

it is arguably not an application

‘relating to an objection or appeal’, 

as envisaged in Rule 51(2), but

rather an application in relation to 

the ancillary issue of the

pay-now-argue-later principle; but 

there is as yet no judicial decision

on this point. 

If such a challenge can indeed be

brought by way of an

interlocutory application in the

Tax Court, then taxpayers would

not be entitled to apply to the

High Court in terms of the

Promotion of Administrative

Justice Act for a review of the

Commissioner’s refusal to suspend 

the obligation to pay the assessed

tax until they have exhausted the

remedy available to them by way

of such an interlocutory

application in the Tax Court.

Section 98 of the Tax

Administration Act permits the

withdrawal of an assessment in

appropriate circumstances,

despite the fact that no objection

has been lodged or appeal noted.

Can a taxpayer who has not

lodged an objection or noted an

appeal successfully challenge an

administrative action if an

application in terms of section

98 for withdrawal of an

assessment were to be refused

by SARS? In the circumstances

that there may be no other

internal remedy available,

would the filing of an

application under section 98 be

sufficient to persuade a court

that the taxpayer has exhausted 

all internal remedies?

This issue has not yet come

before a court. Nevertheless, it

would appear that section 98 of 

the Tax Administration Act

relieves a taxpayer from the

requirement to exhaust the

internal remedies of objection

and appeal. The application for

relief under section 98 is itself

the internal remedy. In the

circumstances it would seem

that a court should be prepared

to adjudicate under PAJA

where a taxpayer challenges a

rejection by SARS of an

application for the withdrawal

of an assessment under that

section. 
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An unconvincing Tax Court decision disallows a claim
for 150% deduction of expenditure in terms of section
11D(1) 

The decision in ABC (Pty) Ltd v CSARS [2015] ZATC 1 was handed down by the
Cape Town Tax Court on 20 April 2015.

The issue

The taxpayer in this case was a

company that had conducted the

business of software research for

27 years. Its business involved the

development, for its clients, of

software programs to meet their

specific needs. The judgment

records (at para [3]) that –

‘research and software

development is an integral part of

its activities and is a major source

of its income earned by way of

license fees calculated on the

number of transactions the

software utilises’.

The tax issue 

The issue before the court was

whether the taxpayer was entitled

to claim the 150 per cent

deduction for research and

development expenditure

incurred in respect of computer

programs for its various customers 

in terms of section 11D of the

Income Tax Act 58 of 1962, as

applied to its 2010 year of

assessment.

It was not in dispute that all the

expenditure in issue incurred by

the taxpayer – that is to say, 100%

of that expenditure – would satisfy 

the criteria for deductibility laid

down in the general deduction

provision contained in section

11(a), read with s 23B(3). 

The sole issue was whether that

expenditure qualified for a 150%

deduction in terms of section

11D(1), read with s 11D(5). If so,

the taxpayer would be entitled to
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that 150% deduction in lieu of any 

deduction under s 11(a).

At the time (the wording has since 

been expanded with effect from 1

January 2014), section 11D(1)

provided that a 150% deduction

was not available in respect of

expenditure relating to

management or internal business

processes, and the core issue was

whether (as was argued by the

taxpayer) this phrase referred only 

to expenditure in respect of the

taxpayer’s own management or

internal businesses processes –

thereby barring a 150% deduction 

in respect of the taxpayer’s

expenditure in this regard – or

whether the non-availability of the 

150% deduction also applied to

expenditure on software

development to improve a client’s

management or internal business

processes. 

SARS argued that, properly

interpreted, this expression in the

Act was not confined to the

taxpayer’s own management or

internal business processes, but

extended to management or

business processes that the

taxpayer developed for its clients. 

The principles of
statutory interpretation

The core issue thus concerned the

proper interpretation of section

11D of the Income Tax Act. In this

regard, the court held at para [16] 

that –

‘It must be accepted that the

legislature sought to incentivise

the development of innovative

computer programs, but not

where these relate inter alia to

“management or internal business 

processes”.’

The principles of
interpretation laid down
by the Supreme Court of
Appeal

This judgment of the Tax Court

was handed down after the

watershed Supreme Court of

Appeal judgment in Natal Joint

Municipal Pension Fund v

Endumeni Municipality 2012(4)

SA 593 (SCA). 

That landmark judgment laid

down two core principles.

The first was that the ‘mantra’

often invoked in earlier decisions

to the effect that the interpretation 

of a statute involves determining

and giving effect to the intention

of the legislature is misguided in

so far as it suggests that the

process of statutory interpretation

‘involves an enquiry into the mind

of the legislature’ and (at para

[21]) that ‘to characterise the task

of interpretation as a search for

such an ephemeral and possibly

chimerical meaning is unrealistic

and misleading’.

The second principle laid down by

the Supreme Court of Appeal was

that a search for the ‘ordinary

grammatical meaning of the

words’ sought to be interpreted is

also misdirected because (see para 

[25]) this is an approach that–

‘is a product of a time when

language was viewed differently

and regarded as likely to have a

fixed and definite meaning; a

view that the experience of

lawyers down the years, as well as 

the study of linguistics, has shown 

to be mistaken. Most words can

bear several different meanings or 

shades of meaning and to try to

ascertain their meaning in the

abstract, divorced from the broad

context of their use, is an

unhelpful exercise.’

The principles of
interpretation applied by 
the Tax Court in the ABC
case

While professing to accept and

apply the ratio decidendi in the

Natal Municipal Pension Fund

decision, the court in ABC

followed precisely the approach

that the Supreme Court of Appeal

had said should not adopted. 

Thus, the judgment in ABC refers

repeatedly to the need to

determine ‘the intention of the

legislature’ and the need to give

the words in question ‘their

ordinary meaning’ (see paras [16]

and [19] of the judgment). 

Seemingly unaware of

inconsistency with the Natal

Municipal Pension Fund judgment, 

the court in ABC quoted with

approval the injunction in Public

Carriers Association v Toll Road

Concessionaries (Pty) Ltd 1990 (1) 

SA 925 (A) that ‘the primary rule

in the construction of a statutory

provision is to ascertain the

intention of the legislature’, and

the Tax Court said in this regard

that –

An unconvincing Tax Court decision disallows a claim for 150%
deduction of expenditure in terms of section 11D(1) 
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Editor’s note: Paragraph (b) of the proviso to the definition of ‘research and development’ in section 11D(1)

of the Income Tax Act was amended in 2014 to provide specifically that the exclusion of internal business

processes will not apply where the internal business processes ‘are mainly intended for sale or for granting the

use or right of use or permission to use thereof to persons who are not connected persons in relation to the

person carrying on that research and development’. Notwithstanding our misgivings concerning the decision in 

the matter reported upon, it is now clear that the law, as now enacted, entitles a taxpayer to the relief that was

granted by the Tax Court. 

‘To do so, words must be given

their ordinary grammatical

meaning.’ 

The court also professed to affirm

the principle that – 

‘The literal interpretation

principle is firmly entrenched in

South African law.’

The judgment of the Tax Court in

ABC took no cognisance of the

decision of the Supreme Court of

Appeal in CSARS v Bosch [2014]

ZASCA 171; [2015] 1 All SA 1

(SCA) handed down on 19

November 2014 – some five

months earlier – where Wallis JA

(giving the judgment of the court)

said at para [9] that –

‘There may be rare cases where

words used in a statute or contract 

are only capable of bearing a

single meaning, but outside of

that situation it is pointless to

speak of a statutory provision or a

clause in a contract as having a

plain meaning.’

In the ABC judgment, the Tax

Court adopted what it called a

‘sensible’ interpretation instead of

seeking, as the Natal Municipal

Pension Fund decision requires,

the clearer goal of avoiding an

interpretation that is –

‘unbusinesslike or . . .  that will

stultify the broader operation of

the legislation . . . under

consideration’.

There is no indication in the ABC

judgment as to the basis on which

the Tax Court believed that its

interpretation of s 11D was

‘businesslike’ or why the ‘broader

operation of the legislation’

required the court to tar with the

same brush, on the one hand,

expenditure in respect of

‘management and internal

processes’ that were internal to

the taxpayer’s own business and,

on the other hand, expenditure

incurred to develop software that

would improve the management

and internal processes of the

taxpayer’s clients.

An unconvincing Tax Court decision disallows a claim for 150%
deduction of expenditure in terms of section 11D(1) 
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Two new double tax agreements published

Readers will note from SARS Watch that a new double taxation agreement between
South Africa and Kenya was recently published in the Gazette. Subsequent to this, a
further agreement, this time with Hong Kong, was published in the Gazette on 24
November 2015. Both of these agreements come into effect in South Africa as from
1 January 2016. In Kenya, the DTA also takes effect on 1 January 2016, whereas the
agreement with Hong Kong will be effective in that jurisdiction from 1 April 2016.

The South African Revenue Service has been active in

the treaty negotiation process over the past few years

and the conclusion of agreements with these two

countries is welcomed.

For South African residents doing business with

Kenya, the agreement is particularly welcome. The

25% domestic withholding tax imposed by Kenya on

fees payable to non-residents was a serious

impediment to South Africa’s consultancy concerns

doing business with Kenya. Under the new

agreement, these fees will be taxable in Kenya only if

they are derived through a permanent establishment

of the South African resident in Kenya. 

However, persons rendering consultancy services to

either of these foreign jurisdictions should be aware

that the agreements contain a ‘services permanent

establishment’ provision, in terms of which a

permanent establishment includes:

‘the furnishing of services, including consultancy

services, by an enterprise through employees or other

personnel engaged by an enterprise for such purpose,

but only if activities of that nature continue (for the

same or a connected project) within the Contracting

State for a period or periods exceeding in the

aggregate 183 days in any twelve-month period

commencing or ending in the fiscal year concerned.’

The abolition of section 6quin of the Income Tax Act

has imposed a duty on SARS to ensure that it

aggressively protects its residents from taxation

imposed by foreign jurisdictions in contravention of

the terms of a double taxation agreement. Residents

should be astute to ensure that they are familiar with

the terms of the new agreements.

Corporate residence is subject to a tie-breaker

provision in both agreements which states that where

a person other than an individual is a resident of both

contracting states, such person will be deemed a

resident of the state in which its place of effective

management is situated. 

An element of debate is introduced in the Hong Kong

agreement, which states that, in cases of doubt, the

competent authorities must attempt to resolve the

matter by way of mutual agreement, taking into

account all relevant factors;  in the absence of such

agreement, the person will be denied benefit under

the treaty (subject to limited exceptions).

Withholding tax rates are limited, as follows:

______________________________________________

Kenya Hong

Kong

Dividends 10% 10%

Dividends to company holding >10% - 5%

Interest 10% 10%

Royalties 10% 5%

________________________________________________

International agreements are a catalyst for trade, and

these new agreements should not prove an exception

to this rule.
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SARS Watch - 21 October to 20 November 2015

  Legislation

28 Oct Taxation Laws Amendment Bill, 2015 The Bill was introduced in the National Assembly.

28 Oct Tax Administration Laws Amendment Bill,

2015

The Bill was introduced in the National Assembly.

29 Oct Notice of Tariff Amendment of the Customs

and Excise Act, 1964 by substitution of

certain tariff subheadings to increase the

rates of customs duty on sugar from

242,6c/kg to 304c/kg

The notice was published in Government Gazette No. 39340 

with commencement date from 30 October 2015.

29 Oct Notice of Tariff Amendment of the Customs

and Excise Act, 1964 by substitution of

certain anti-dumping items to increase the

rates of anti-dumping duty on garlic from 1

037c/kg to 1 925c/kg

The notice was published in Government Gazette No. 39340 

with commencement date from 30 October 2015.

5 Nov Notice of Tariff Amendment of the Customs

and Excise Act, 1964 by termination of

anti-dumping duties on solar glass

originating in or imported from the People's

Republic of China and India

The notice was published in Government Gazette No. 39375 

with retrospective effect from 25 March 2015.

13 Nov Competent Authority Arrangement between

the Competent Authorities of the United

States of America and the Republic of South 

Africa

Date of entry into force is 20 October 2015.

18 Nov Enactment of the Rates and Monetary

Amounts and Amendment of Revenue Laws 

Act, 2015

The Act was published in Government Gazette No. 39421

with promulgation date 17 November 2015.

19 Nov Notice of Tariff Amendment of the Customs

and Excise Act, 1964 by deletion and

insertion of certain rebate items for goods of 

any description (excluding mounted or

populated circuit boards) for the

manufacture of electricity meters 

The notice was published in Government Gazette No. 39434 

with retrospective effect from 3 July 2015.

19 Nov Notice of Agreement for the Avoidance of

Double Taxation and prevention of fiscal

evasion between Kenya and South Africa

The notice was published in Government Gazette No. 39422 

and entered into force on 19 June 2015. 

 Interpretation

3 Nov Interpretation Note 6 (Issue 2) This IN was updated for the latest developments around

determining a company's place of effective management for

purposes of establishing whether it is an SA tax resident.
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SARS Watch - 21 October to 20 November (cont)

 Binding rulings

21 Oct Binding Private Ruling 209: Distribution of

dividends to employees through a

discretionary trust

This BPR determines whether dividends tax is to be withheld

from dividends to be distributed in cash by a company to a

discretionary trust, which in turn will distribute those dividends

to the beneficiaries of the trust, who are employees of that

company or its subsidiaries.

11 Nov Binding Private Ruling 210: Liquidation

distribution followed by an amalgamation

transaction

This BPR determines the tax consequences of a liquidation

distribution followed immediately by an amalgamation

transaction.

 SARS publications

22 Oct Draft Notice on listing additional

considerations in terms of section 80(2) of 

the Tax Administration Act, 2011

This Draft Notice was published for comment which must be

submitted no later than 29 January 2016.

22 Oct Guide on the Taxation of Foreigners

Working in South Africa (2014/2015)

This guide is to inform foreigners working in South Africa and

their employers about their income tax commitments as well as 

to provide an overview of the South African tax system.

2 Nov Draft Notice on returns of information to

be submitted by third parties in terms of

section 26 of the Tax Administration Act,

2011

This Draft Notice was published for comment which must be

submitted no later than 13 November 2016.

3 Nov Draft Carbon Tax Bill and Draft

Explanatory Memorandum on the Carbon

Tax Draft Bill

This Draft Bill and EM were published for comment which must 

be submitted no later than 15 December 2016.

6 Nov Draft Rule Amendment of section 120 on

currency conversions for determining

value of goods exported or to be exported 

This Draft Rule Amendment was published for comment which

must be submitted no later than 20 November 2016.

10 Nov Tax Statistics 2015 The National Treasury and SARS jointly released the 2015 Tax 

Statistics.

16 Nov Invitation to submit suggestions on

technical taxation proposals for the 2016

budget review

These proposals must be submitted no later than 30 November 

2016.

18 Nov Guide on the determination of medical tax

credits and allowances (Issue 6)

The updated guide provides general guidelines regarding tax

credit for medical scheme fees and additional medical

expenses, for income tax purposes. 

 PwC publications

13 Nov PwC Suggested Action Plan - Draft IFRIC

on Uncertain Tax Positions

PwC has created a suggested action plan to follow in

addressing the change required to stay on pace with the

developments in this regard.
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